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1 Introdu tion
This report do uments my visit to the University of Lisbon, between the 23rd
and the 28th of June 2008.
The visit had the goal of determining if the Power Aware Message Propagation Proto ol (PAMPA), whi h is used in Mobile Ad ho

Networks (MANETs),

ould determine the dire tion of message propagation within a network, to
ompute whether a nodes retransmission of a message would be bene ial to
further message propagation.
During the visit I had meetings with several resear hers of the University of
Lisbon, namely: Professor Hugo Miranda and his Masters students: João Matos
and Pedro Fonse a. These meetings in luded introdu tions into everyone's elds
of resear h and resulted in some bene ial ideas

on erning the evolution of the

proto ol.

1.1

Overview Of Report

A number of varying ideas were un overed, ranging from the proto ol tra king
the history of message route, to using Re eived Signal Strength Indi ator (RSSI)
values in pre-determined thresholds for the proto ol to determine its
a tion. The following se tions of this report present the prin ipal
for idea addressed during the visit and a small program whi h was
easily determine the results of a proto ol
report terminates with some

omments and

ourse of

on lusions
reated to

hange through visual media.

The

on lusions in se tion 9.

2 Ba kground and Previous Work
2.1

Broad ast Algorithms in MANETs

Mobile Ad Ho
nodes and no

Networks are wireless mesh networks involving many mobile
entralised infrastru ture.

Due to the la k of physi al

onne tions, messages are passed between mobile

nodes through broad asts. The uid nature of a Mobile Ad Ho

Network also

impresses a very temporary nature on routes between mobile nodes, so a reliable
∗ This visit was supported by the Middleware for Network E entri
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and Mobile Appli a-

and intelligent broad ast proto ol is essential to allow

ommuni ation between

a single node and the rest of the mobile network.
A simple, but resour e wasteful solution is to use ooding, where if a node
re eives a message it has not yet re eived, it logs the message and broad asts it.
This allows maximum broad ast

overage, but also the maximum use of battery

power and bandwidth.

2.2

Ba kground of PAMPA

PAMPA allows maximum

overage of a broad ast algorithm, but with a mu h

lower use of total battery power within the network as a whole. Battery power
is saved by preventing nodes broad asting where the message
would be unne essary or minimal

PAMPA does this by taking into a
From this metri
the

overage gained

ompared to previous broad asts.
ount the RSSI of a re eived message.

a relationship to distan e

an be retrieved, so for a larger RSSI

loser a node must be to the sour e of the message it has re eived.
Using a similar algorithm paradigm as the GOSSIP1(p) [2℄, where a broad-

ast of a message is held o for a randomly dened interval, wherein the node
listens for another broad ast of the same message before de iding whether to
broad ast itself.
PAMPA denes its delay by using the RSSI of a message. This allows for a
delay time proportional to a node's distan e to a transmitter.
PAMPA also uses a message threshold similar to the HCOUNT(p) [2℄ algorithm, where the ratio of message

overage over number of messages

an be

improved by tweaking the message threshold.

2.3

The issue with the

urrent implementation of PAMPA

The behavior of nodes within a Mobile ad-ho

network using the Pampa proto ol

was not ree ting what the theoreti al results predi ted. An order of magnitude
more messages were being observed in the NS-2 [4℄ simulations than was needed
or should have been transmitted.
There were

ertain s enarios where messages would be re eived by two dier-

ent nodes whi h were isolated by ea h other, and both would transmit. Message
propagation would split into two independent paths and then both be re eived
by another node within its given waiting time.
This would not allow propagation to

ontinue, as it would result in the key

node re eiving more messages than its threshold value, failing to transmit and
halting the message propagating to the rest of the network, or at least that
se tion (See Figure 1).

3 Proposed Ideas for the evolution of PAMPA
Work at the University of Lisbon involved brainstorming meetings with Hugo
Miranda and his students, dis ussing an evolution of the proto ol whi h would
allow a node to determine the dire tionality of a message as it propagates
through the network, and thus allow the s enario highlighted above to be resolved.
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Figure 1: Split Propogation S enario

This would mean that if a node were at the boundary of the message's
urrent transmission

overage, it would be more likely to transmit.

Among the requirements for the solution, is the need to avoid ex eptions
stri tly aimed to solve a parti ular
appli ability of the algorithm; and

ase as they

b)

unlikely

a)

would redu e the general

over all possible o

urren es,

due to the limited amount of information available to ea h node, wh ih prevents
them from re ognizing the moment at whi h the problem will emerge. Ideally,
the solution should not present a signi ant impa t on the ne performan e
exhibited by the framework in other s enarios. In parti ular, trivial solutions
like ooding should be avoided.

3.1

Common Parent

One method of determining if messages

ame from the same dire tion was to

assume that the dierent messages had a

ommon parent within its hop history.

This then lead on to the problem of how far ba k do you look, and is the lookba k generi

enough or will it have to be tailored for ea h use. This was not an

option whi h we wanted to take.
Another option was

onsidered, whi h involved having to add some extra

elds into the Pampa header:

•

Last Hop

•

Parent Node (Two Hops Ba k)

Using these extra elds we
to a

an determine if a message was retransmitted due

ommon message from an orginating node two hops ba k. For example,

these elds

ould be used as so:

1. Nodes A, B and C are in a small network.
2. Node A transmits and is re eived by B and C.
3. Node B transmits and is re eived by C and A.
4. Node C

an determine that this was a retransmission as the Parent Node

of Node B's message is the same as the Last Hop of Node A's message.
So using this te hnique we

an only

they originate from the same parent.

3

ount messages that are re eived when

Figure 2: Topology Editor

3.2

Transmission Strength

Another proposed solution was to extend the idea of using a threshold on reeiving signal strength, but instead of a xed value, make it more dynami
only a

by

epting messages that have a lower re eiving signal strength. This means

that the only messages nodes a

ept are from nodes whi h are further away.

This is good in some node topologies, for example in highly dense node
groups, but PAMPA generally works best in dense node populations. It is the
sparsely populated node groups whi h the proto ol needs to be able to determine
dire tion.

4 Pampa Topology Generator
During my time at the University of Lisbon, I found that a qui k and easy
way to generate topologies would greatly in rease my ability to test PAMPA in
dierent s enarios.
So I developed a simple Java program whi h would allow me to
an intera tive

anvas and position nodes at a spe ied

(x, y)

li k on

oordinate (See

gure 2).
Then I made some simple additions, su h as showing the maximum transmission range for all the nodes. This allowed me to further tailor my simulation
by being able to determine if nodes were a tually within another's transmission
range. I also added the fun tionality to generate two dierent topologys for use
with simulation.
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Figure 3: Topology Editor parsing a NS-2 tra ele

•

Homogeneous Topology with a

onstant node density with in the network.

•

Heterogeneous Topology with two node

lusters on opposite sides of the

simulation area, separated by a distan e of over twi e transmission range,
with a small bridge of nodes linking the two sub-networks.
On e a topology is built the program generates tra
and shell s ripts to run the simulation and

4.1

les, simulation les

ompress the resulting tra e les.

Program Extension

I developed a small extension to the visualisation program whi h reads the tra e
le generated by the NS-2 simulator and then display the positions of the nodes
and the results for the rst message propagation.

This made the results of

hanges to the proto ol apparent visually, and helped to determine when to
examine the tra e le more

losely (See gure 3).

5 Optimising the Proto ol Code
When I rst started running simulations with high density of nodes, the simulations would take hours and the propagation of a single message would take
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Figure 4: Common Parent Extention: Only messages from within the shaded
area would be

onsidered

se onds of simulation time.
I found the problem in the algorithm that inserts a newly re eived message
into a "waiting" queue, where it is stored whilst waiting for a repeat transmission.
The list is ordered by the "expiry time" of the waiting message, and hense
it does this by walking through the list and inserting it.
The problem was that the algorithm also walked through the messages that
were already expired. Consequently as the node re eived more messages its proessing time in reased linearly with having to walk through all of the messages
it had re eived.
This problem was xed by adding an extra

lause in the algorithm so that

it stops walking through the linked-list after the next message in the list had an
expiry time that was larger than the

urrent message.

6 Results
6.1

Common Parent Extension

When the algorithm uses with the

ommon parent

number of messages broad ast raises
taking into a

he k, I found that the total

onsiderably. When the nodes were only

ount the messages whi h are the dire t

message they re eived, the pool of nodes whi h

ould

onsequen e of the original
ause them to ex eed their

threshold de reases (See Figure 4).
This was a step towards making the proto ol more like a broad ast storm,
and not a dire tion we wished to take it.
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Figure 5: Signal Strength Extention

6.2

Signal Strength

When the algorithm uses the

ommon parent extension, I found that the total

number of messages broad ast in reased. When the nodes were only taking the
messages from nodes more distant into a

ount, the nodes that were in sparesly

populated areas of the topology broad ast more often than the unmodied proto ol due to the only other nodes nearby did not pass the signal strength

riterea

(See Figure 5).
This was on e again a step towards making the proto ol more like a broad ast
storm, and so was not desirable.

6.3

A Combination Of The Two

The best results I found was when I used a

ombination of the two. If the node

re eives a message that is from the same parent, it treats it as normal, and
in rements its message

ounter. Otherwise, it then

he ks the messages RSSI

against its original message, and if it is smaller (hen e the node is more distant)
then it

ounts it in its message list.

This seems to allow two individual message propagation paths to
and allow the message to

ontinue. It does this as it does not a

ombine

ept the messages

from one propagation path.
Exa tly why this modi ation works so well is still under examination (See
Figure 6).

7 Dis ussion
The results of the experiments show some interesting problems with this resear h question. Ea h node must follow simple rules for the group to exhibit
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Figure 6: Combination of the two extentions. Nodes without a
are only a

a more

ommon parent

epted within the lighter shaded region.

omplex behaviour.

The problem is to

hange the simple behaviour

in rementally and then observe the results of the group behaviour. The group
behaviour that this resear h question needs however, is for nodes to broad ast
messages only when it is bene ial for the group. Also individual nodes need
to be aware of message dire tion, to allow for messages to

ontinue propagating

within the group.
The Combination Extention shows the most promise and does add an element of non-determinism. The area where nodes from a non- ommon parent
may be a

epted by a node

ir les around the range of the listening node. How-

ever the nodes that would be transmitting within the time that a node would
be listening are mu h more likely to be at the edges of the a

eptable area (See

Figure 6), and so more from the same dire tion.
The problem of nodes being aware of dire tion was the fo us of my visit to
the University of Lisbon, and some interesting extentions to the proto ol have
been

onsidered and

an now be resear hed further.

8 Future Work
In the immediate future, we plan to
so that their behavior

ontinue testing the proposed extensions

an be fully understood. The extensions, together with

extensive simulations that must yet be performed will then be submitted for
publi ation to a relevant

onferen e on the eld.

Future resear h will look more into some more of the problems that PAMPA
is

urrently having, namely making the nodes determine dire tion more a
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u-

rately.
Also there is a problem where nodes within the outer rea hes of another
nodes range fall within the same RSSI value, then they broad ast at the same
time, whi h means that any nodes whi h re eive their broad ast have a number
of messages in there buers straight away.

The problem is if there are more

nodes than the proto ol threshold in the RSSI band, hen the re eiving nodes
will never broad ast, as their

onditions have been met.

The proto ol also has to be tested with movement, and with more

lusters of

nodes to simulate urban environments. A radio propagation model that models
buildings needs to be developed to help more a

urately simulate this proto ol

in an environment where it is most likely to be used [1℄.
A movement model whi h takes into a

ount the buildings

ould be inte-

grated with this to provide a full urban simulation model and would improve
the a

ura y of the simulations

9 Con lusion
To

on lude, my visit at the University of Lisbon brought to light some inter-

esting dire tions for the proto ol to take.

At

urrent the proto ol has been

improved by extentions whi h allow it to take the dire tion of message propagation into a

ount within its proto ol logi .

With further resear h the proto ol

ould be ome adapted to many dierent

topologies to give on average a mu h better performan e of broad ast algorithms.
same

This

ould be used by routing algorithms su h as DSR to retain the

apabilities, but at a mu h lower

ost of resour es.
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